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 MCDONALD’S TWITTER CAMPAIGN: HYPE VERSUS REALITY 
 
 
 
Paul Bigus wrote this case under the supervision of Professor Jana Seijts solely to provide material for class discussion. The 
authors do not intend to illustrate either effective or ineffective handling of a managerial situation. The authors may have disguised 
certain names and other identifying information to protect confidentiality. 
 
This publication may not be transmitted, photocopied, digitized or otherwise reproduced in any form or by any means without the 
permission of the copyright holder. Reproduction of this material is not covered under authorization by any reproduction rights 
organization. To order copies or request permission to reproduce materials, contact Ivey Publishing, Ivey Business School, Western 
University, London, Ontario, Canada, N6G 0N1; (t) 519.661.3208; (e) [email protected]; www.iveycases.com. 
 
Copyright © 2013, Richard Ivey School of Business Foundation Version: 2014-01-03 
 
 
 
On Tuesday, January 24, 2012, at the corporate head office in Oak Brook, Illinois just outside of Chicago, 
Rick Wion, director of social media for the McDonald’s Corporation (McDonald’s) was challenged with a 
tall order. Earlier that month, McDonald’s had launched a campaign aimed at better informing the public 
where its food came from, with a series of videos on TV and in social media showcasing some of the 
farmers and ranchers that grow food for the company. As part of that promotions effort, the Twitter 
hashtag “#MeetTheFarmers” was used to promote connections with family farms and local suppliers. In 
order to maximize the Twitter Promoted Trends expenditure (a service Twitter offered to display trending 
hashtags on its homepage), Wion switched the hashtag from “#MeetTheFarmers” to “#McDStories” with 
the tweeted message, “When u make something w/pride people can taste it.”1 By doing this, he hoped to 
capitalize the campaign on the Twittersphere. Yet within the first hour of launching the new hashtag, he 
and his team quickly realized that numerous detractors were using it to express negative comments towards 
McDonald’s. In an attempt to change the course of the campaign, the hashtag was changed back to 
“#MeetTheFarmers,” thereby successfully reducing the number of negative comments and discussions.  
 
However, a few days later, the media started to run negative coverage of the “#McDStories” hashtag using 
a very formulaic approach. Headlines reading, “#McFail! McDonalds’ Twitter promotion backfires as 
users hijack #McDstories hashtag to share fast food horror stories” were followed by articles providing 
various screenshots of the negative tweets.2 Very few of the media articles contained any statistics to 
demonstrate how many negative versus positives tweets were shared or that explained or put proper 
context behind the situation.  
 
Moving forward, Wion needed to devise a better social media strategy for McDonald’s social media 
campaigns. 
 
 


1 Gus Lubin, “McDonald's Twitter Campaign Goes Horribly Wrong #McDStories,” Business Insider, January 24, 2012, 
www.businessinsider.com/mcdonalds-twitter-campaign-goes-horribly-wrong-mcdstories-2012-1, accessed September 21, 
2013. 
2 Hannah Roberts, “#McFail! McDonalds' Twitter promotion backfires as users hijack #McDstories hashtag to share fast food 
horror stories,” Daily Mail, January 24, 2012, www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2090862/McDstories-McDonalds-Twitter-
promotion-backfires-users-share-fast-food-horror-stories.html, accessed September 21, 2013. 
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MCDONALD’S HISTORY3 
 
The world’s most famous fast food restaurant was founded in 1940 when brothers Dick and Mac Donald 
opened McDonald’s Bar-B-Q restaurant in San Bernardino, California. Typical of the time period, the 
restaurant offered carhop service and featured a large menu. In 1948, the brothers shut down the location 
for renovations, reopening as a self-service, drive-in restaurant, with a reduced menu featuring just nine 
items, centred around a 15 cent hamburger.4 The effectiveness of their operations did not go unnoticed, 
catching the eye of Ray Kroc, a 52-year-old multi-mixer salesman, during a sales visit in 1954. Kroc 
discovered that by producing a limited menu, the restaurant was able to focus on quality at every step. He 
recognized an opportunity and successfully pitched to the two brothers his vision of creating McDonald’s 
restaurants all over the United States, officially founding the McDonald’s Corporation in 1955. The first 
McDonald’s location in Des Plains, Illinois featured the eye-catching golden arches along with a red and 
white tile design. Kroc had a unique philosophy: he desired to build a restaurant system on consistency, 
high quality and uniform methods of preparation, essentially offering customers food that would taste the 
same regardless of the location. To help achieve his vision, he promoted the slogan “In business for 
yourself, but not by yourself” to both franchisees and suppliers, using the analogy of a three-legged stool, 
with one leg representing McDonald’s, the second franchisees, and the third suppliers, conveying the point 
that the stool was only as strong as its three legs.5  
 
By 1959, the corporation had experienced rapid success, and McDonald’s opened its one-hundredth 
restaurant. As the restaurant chain continued to expand, it recognized how to better serve its customers, in 
1962 offering indoor restaurant seating for the first time. With McDonald’s tenth anniversary in 1965, the 
corporation went public with its first stock offering at a cost of $22.50 per share. Efforts to strengthen the 
McDonald’s brand were made in 1966 with the first appearance of the iconic clown character Ronald 
McDonald in a national television commercial. In 1967, having achieved significant growth with more 
than 500 locations across the United States, McDonald’s expanded internationally for the first time, 
opening restaurants in Canada and Puerto Rico. Kroc believed in the entrepreneurial spirit and encouraged 
his franchisees to communicate their ideas and individual creativity.6 As a result, in 1968, McDonald’s 
introduced to its national menu the Big Mac, which had been developed by a franchise owner/operator. 
Under Kroc’s vision and leadership as both the company founder and chairman of the board, McDonald’s 
had grown to become the world’s largest fast food restaurant chain with more than 7,778 restaurants in 32 
countries before he passed away in 1984.  
 
To better appeal to consumer tastes, McDonald’s constantly experimented with new food items, 
introducing fresh salads to its national menu in 1987. The expansion to new locations continued in 1990, 
with the first McDonald’s opening in Moscow and serving more than 30,000 customers on its first day. 
McDonald’s entered the online environment in 1996, launching the website McDonalds.com. Seeking 
greater customization of menu items and increased kitchen flexibility, the “Made For You” kitchen 
operating platform was initiated in 1998 and became the standard operating platform for McDonald’s 
kitchens globally. Dedicated to giving back to the communities in which it operated, in 2002 McDonald’s 
started McHappy Day, an annual event that raised proceeds for the Ronald McDonald House Charities and 
other local children’s charities. Throughout its long history, McDonald’s utilized a number of popular 
slogans, with the most recent “I’m lovin’ it” campaign first introduced in Germany in 2003. Further 


3 McDonald’s, “McDonald’s History,” 2013, www.aboutmcdonalds.com/mcd/our_company/mcdonalds_history_timeline.html, 
accessed September 21, 2013. 
4 All amounts represented in U.S. currency unless otherwise stated. 
5 McDonald’s, “The Ray Kroc Story,” 2013, www.mcdonalds.com/us/en/our_story/our_history/the_ray_kroc_story.html, 
accessed September 21, 2013 
6 Ibid. 
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diversifying its beverage line, McDonalds added the McCafe coffees in 2009 and real fruit smoothies and 
frappes in 2010.  
 
In 2011, after 56 years of successful operations, McDonalds had expanded to employ over 1.7 million 
employees in more than 33,000 restaurants located in 119 countries worldwide, resulting in an annual 
operating income of $8.5 billion (see Exhibit 1). On average, McDonald’s restaurants served nearly 68 
million people globally each day.7 Although many restaurant menu items were uniform, McDonald’s also 
catered to local tastes. Customers could order a Quiche de Queijo (cheese quiche) in Brazil, Red Bean Pie 
in Hong Kong and potato-patty McAloo Tikki burger in India.8 Regardless of the location, McDonald’s 
brand mission was to be its customers’ favourite place and way to eat and drink.9  
 
 
RICK WION10 
 
Growing up in the Chicago area, Wion attended the University of Illinois where he successfully graduated 
with a Bachelor of Science in Journalism. He first worked as a journalist for several years with 
publications including the Daily Herald and Chicago Tribune. Eventually, he left the journalism industry, 
taking a position with the association management company SmithBucklin, advancing to the position of 
director of technology services. In 2006, Wion joined the communications firm GolinHarris as the vice-
president of interactive media; that firm’s large client list included corporations such as McDonald’s. It 
was then that Wion first started working with McDonald’s on different projects and programs. After 
having spent many years becoming familiar with McDonald’s business operations, in 2010, Wion joined 
the corporation as director of social media.  
 
 
MCDONALD’S CRITICS 
 
Throughout the duration of McDonald’s 56-year history and as it became the world’s largest fast food 
restaurant chain, the corporation had naturally attracted the focus of numerous critics. The animal rights 
organization, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), had for many years engaged in various 
campaigns that claimed McDonald’s chicken suppliers used outdated and cruel slaughter methods, with the 
most recent “McCruelty” campaign continuing in 2012.11 Despite efforts to add grilled chicken wraps, 
yogurt parfaits, an assortment of salads and a variety of other menu items with more fruits and vegetables 
to keep up with changing tastes as people increasingly opted for foods they felt were fresh or healthy, 
McDonald’s still faced criticism that it was a purveyor of junk food.12 In 2004, McDonald’s became 
subject to immense public scrutiny following the release of Morgan Spurlock’s movie “Super Size Me,” 
which documented an investigation into the increased spread of obesity throughout U.S. society, with the 
filmmaker himself monitoring his own health after eating all of his meals at McDonald's for 30 days 


7 McDonald’s Corporation, “2011 Annual Report,” www.aboutmcdonalds.com/content/dam/AboutMcDonalds/Investors 
/Investors%202012/2011%20Annual%20Report%20Final.pdf, accessed September 21, 2013 
8 McDonald’s, “Catering to Local Tastes,” 2013, www.aboutmcdonalds.com/mcd/our_company/amazing_stories/food/ 
catering_to_local_tastes.html, accessed September 21, 2013. 
9 McDonald’s, “Mission & Values,” 2013, www.aboutmcdonalds.com/mcd/our_company/mission_and_values.html, accessed 
September 21, 2013. 
10 All personal information and quotes from Rick Wion were obtained during an interview on July 9, 2013. 
11 McCruelty, “MCCRUELTY: IM HATIN’ IT,” 2013, www.mccruelty.com/default.aspx, accessed September 21, 2013. 
12 Maclean’s, “As McDonald’s tries to evolve its image, criticism over nutrition persists at annual meeting,” May 23, 2013, 
www2.macleans.ca/2013/05/23/as-mcdonalds-tries-to-evolve-its-image-criticism-over-nutrition-persists-at-annual-meeting/, 
accessed September 21, 2013. 
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straight.13 A barrage of speculation also surrounded the types of ingredients and additives contained in 
McDonald’s food items, despite assurances from the company that the freshest ingredients were used, with 
its menu based on staple foods such as meat, fish, potatoes, eggs, milk and grain.14  
 
 
MCDONALD’S “MEET THE FARMERS” TWITTER CAMPAIGN 
 
As part of their overall communication strategy, McDonald’s consistently communicated its food quality to 
the public, let people know who the corporation was and what it stood for and outlined what ingredients 
were in its food. The main driver of the most recent campaign was a series of television commercials that 
showed and featured farmers who were directly associated with McDonald’s. In creating the campaign, 
McDonald’s conducted interviews in a documentary format with a potato grower in Idaho, a lettuce grower 
in California and a cattle rancher in Illinois. The interviews were produced into a series of television 
commercials and video vignettes to upload onto the Internet, with each farmer telling a personal story 
about McDonald’s food and where it came from. While it was a fairly traditional driven campaign, 
McDonald’s looked to social media to help spread awareness of it and to keep it going. As Wion 
commented: 
 


One of the tactics in the campaign was figuring out how we could use Twitter to get more people 
to watch the videos and generate conversation, and so “#MeetTheFarmers” was the first hashtag 
that we used. The thought process behind it was that if we used the hashtag “#MeetTheFarmers,” 
people would be curious and say, “Oh, who are these farmers? I want to find out what this is all 
about,” because a lot of Twitter is built on discovery. And so when you would click on the 
hashtag, you would see some of our tweets and links to some of the videos to watch. 


 
As part of the campaign, McDonald’s planned to take advantage of Twitter Promoted Trends, which for a 
fee allowed organizations to place their hashtag message at the top of Twitter’s trends list, which appeared 
on the main screen of the social media site on both desktop and mobile devices. Providing maximum 
exposure, the Twitter Promoted Trends feature was often used by various organizations to kick off an 
event, a major announcement or even a product launch, giving Twitter users something new and exciting to 
discover, participate in and share.15 
 
McDonald’s had utilized Twitter Promoted Trends in several previous campaigns, and Wion and his team 
had realized that if they changed the promoted key words at some point during the day, they could get a 
little bit more “bang for their buck.” As Wion explained, “We would literally get more engagement from 
two different words versus one word throughout the day. This actually goes back to the curiosity factor on 
Twitter. Once you see something on a trend list and click on it, you know what it is and you probably 
aren’t going to go back there again.”  
 
On Wednesday, January 18, 2012, at 12:00 a.m., Central Standard Time (CST), McDonald’s officially 
launched the “#MeetTheFarmers” hashtag using Twitter Promoted Trends along with the tweeted message 
“Meet some of the hard-working people dedicated to providing McDs with quality food every day 


13 John Stossel, “‘Super Size Me’ Carries Weight With Critics,” ABC News, June 18, 2004, 
abcnews.go.com/2020/Oscars2005/story?id=124265&page=1, accessed September 21, 2013. 
14 Martin Hickman, “On the menu at McDonald’s: 78 additives (some may be harmful),” The Independent, January 1, 2008, 
www.independent.co.uk/life-style/food-and-drink/news/on-the-menu-at-mcdonalds-78-additives-some-may-be-harmful-
767533.html, accessed September 21, 2013 
15 Twitter, “Promoted Trends,” 2013, business.twitter.com/products/promoted-trends, accessed September 21, 2013. 
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#McDStories http://mcd.to/ylOG3a.”16 When describing the hashtag strategy, Wion stated, “The thought 
process was we start with #MeetTheFarmers” to introduce these people, the farmers who are telling their 
stories about McDonald’s, and then switch to #McDStories” at about midpoint during the day.” When 
using Twitter Promoted Trends, a hashtag could only be changed at the top of each hour. Thus, at 1 p.m., 
CST, the McDonald’s Twitter Promoted Trends hashtag was changed to “#McDStories” along with the 
tweeted message, “When u make something w/pride people can taste it,” creating an opportunity for the 
public to share their own McDonald’s stories online.  
 
After successfully changing the hashtag, Wion and his team monitored the ensuing online Twitter activity 
closely. They quickly discovered over the duration of the next hour that the tweets appearing under the 
“#McDStories” hashtag were not the kind that they desired, as detractors had in fact hijacked the hashtag 
by posting negative messages, such as the following: 
 


@jfsmith23 wrote: “Watching a classmate projectile vomit his food all over the restaurant during a 
6th grade trip. #McDStories.”17 
@MuzzaFuzza wrote: “I haven’t been to McDonalds in years, because I’d rather eat my own 
diarrhea.”18 
@nelo_taylor wrote: “These #McDStories never get old, kinda like a box of McDonald’s 10 
piece.”19 
@peta wrote: “#McDStories: Liquid chicken nuggets http://t.co/S6YB4Lun Who’s hungry for 
@McDonalds?”20 
@Siriusjay wrote: “My wife can always tell when I’ve been to McDonalds by the smell of the farts 
#McDstories.”21 
@mmemordant wrote: “Eating a Quarter Pounder value meal makes me feel the exact same as an 
hour of violent weeping. McDStories.”22 
@natebramble wrote: “My father used to bring us to McDonald’s as a reward when we were kids. 
Now he’s horribly obese and has diabetes. Lesson learned #McDStories.”23  
@healthy_food wrote: “I ate a @McDonalds cheeseburger a few years ago and got food poisoning 
so bad that I had to get hospitalized. That is my #mdstories.24 
@michellevegan wrote: “#McDStories @McDonalds scalds baby chicks alive for nuggets 
#MeetTheReality here & take action: McCruelty.com #UnhappyMeal”25 
@bernvendlinski wrote: “Which has more chemicals: Marlboro cigarette or egg mcmuffin? Flip a 
coin. #mcdstories.”26 


16 Brad Friedman, “McDonald’s Promoted Twitter Campaign #McFailed,” Social Media Today, January 30, 2012, 
socialmediatoday.com/bradfriedman/436608/mcdonald-s-promoted-twitter-campaign-mcfailed, accessed September 21, 
2013. 
17 TNT Magazine, “McDonalds Twitter fail as #McDstories spawns backlash,” January 24, 2012, www.tntmagazine.com/ 
news/world/mcdonalds-twitter-fail-as, accessed September 21, 2013. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Sara C Nelson, “McDonald's #McDStories Twitter Campaign Fails,” The Huffington Post, January 24, 2012, 
www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2012/01/24/mcdonalds-mcdstories-twitter-campaign-fails-_n_1226811.html, accessed September 
21, 2013. 
21 HyperVocal, “10 Funniest Tweets From the #McDStories Disaster,” January 25, 2013, hypervocal.com/news/2012/ 
mcdonalds-tweets-twitter-mcdstories-fail/, accessed September 21, 2013. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Kelly Ferrier, “When warm & fuzzy goes dark & ugly, a #bashtag is born,” communicatto, January 26, 2012, 
www.communicatto.com/2012/01/26/when-warm-fuzzy-goes-dark-ugly-a-bashtag-is-born/, accessed September 21, 2013. 
26 Sydney Morning Herald, “I’m Not Lovin’ It: McDonald’s Twitter campaign backfires,” January 25, 2013, www.smh.com.au/ 
technology/technology-news/im-not-lovin-it-mcdonalds-twitter-campaign-backfires-20120125-1qgj2.html, accessed 
September 21, 2013. 
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@winsoar wrote: “I once worked at McDonalds. I have never eaten there since. 
#McDStories.”27 


 
With each Twitter campaign, Wion and his team were well aware that taking the McDonald’s brand into an 
online environment meant dealing with a mix of both positive and negative comments. However, when 
describing the influx of negative tweets under the “#McDStories” hashtag, Wion stated, “Over the next 
half hour or so, we saw some people start to take the hashtag in a different direction, by cracking jokes, 
making funny stories and just trying to bash us.” He added, “It got to a point where I was like, you know 
what, we know we are going to deal with negatives, but this just seems to have more potential to be more 
negative than we would like it to be, so let’s change it back.” In keeping with all McDonald’s social media 
campaigns, a contingency plan existed should the conversation not go as planned; therefore, the ability to 
change midstream helped the small blip of negative comments from becoming something larger. At 3:00 
p.m., CST, Wion and his team officially switched the “#McDStories” hashtag back to 
“#MeetTheFarmers.” Within an hour, the number of mentions about the “#McDStories” hashtag on 
Twitter decreased from a peak of 1,600 to just a few dozen.28 
 
Overall, it was important to keep the numbers in perspective. The online activity surrounding the two 
hashtag names resulted in a total of 72,788 mentions of McDonald’s that day, only 2,000 of which 
mentioned #McDStories.29 On a typical day, McDonald’s averaged 25,000 to 30,000 mentions on Twitter. 
While the “#McDStories” hashtag did not go as planned, the “#MeetTheFarmers” hashtag used for the 
majority of the day was quite successful in raising awareness of McDonald’s supplier stories campaign. 
 
 
THE MEDIA 
 
As the “#McDStories” trend decreased, Wion and his team believed that the Twitter hashtag issue had been 
successfully resolved. Then, several days later, on Tuesday, January 24, 2012, some negative media 
coverage surrounding the matter started to appear. Headlines included: “McDonald’s Twitter Campaign 
Goes Horribly Wrong #McDStories”30 and “McDialysis? I’m Loving it!’: McDonald’s Twitter Promo 
Fail”31 
 
On top of the negative headlines and various screenshots of detracting tweets, many of the articles used a 
very formulaic approach. In fact, very few of the media articles contained any statistics that explained or 
put any proper context behind the recent McDonald’s hashtag situation. As a former journalist, Wion 
became frustrated when the media picked up a story without getting accurate and important details. He 
personally contacted the reporter of one of the first high-profile articles that appeared in the media, 
providing the key trending statistics and information surrounding the “#McDStories” hashtag, but the 
reporter refused to make a correction to the initial article. As Wion said, “The reporter was just interested 
on capitalizing on the out of context information that would make headlines.” He bemoaned the fact that 
“We’re in a situation where certain publications would rather pick and choose what stats they want to put 
into a story, so that it can get traffic over telling a full big story.” As the media attention surrounding the 
“#McDStories” hashtag increased, Wion was contacted for comment by various publications around the 
globe. 


27 Ibid. 
28 Lubin, “McDonald's Twitter Campaign Goes Horribly Wrong #McDStories.” 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Colleen Curry, “‘McDialysis? I’m Loving it!’: McDonald’s Twitter Promo Fail,” ABC News, January 24, 2012, 
abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2012/01/mcdialysis-im-loving-it-mcdonalds-twitter-promo-fail/, accessed September 21, 
2013. 
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DECISION 
 
Reflecting back on McDonald’s social media campaign, Wion acknowledged that not everything had gone 
according to plan, stating, “As Twitter continues to evolve its platform and engagement opportunities, 
we’re learning from our experiences.”32 The campaign had started with a simple goal, to tell people where 
McDonald’s food came from. Wion knew there were certain detractors out there, people who didn’t like 
McDonald’s for whatever reason, people who were going to try and make McDonald’s look bad or have 
fun at the corporation’s expense. However, there were also a lot of fans and dedicated customers out there 
as well. People each week tweeted, “Hey McDonald’s I love you!” Wion commented, “We don’t want to 
be focused so much on the detractors that we lose sight of customers.” As the director of social media, 
Wion needed to devise a better social media strategy for McDonald’s social media campaigns while also 
preventing potential media fallouts by facilitating better media relations, thus encouraging more accurate 
reporting.  Action was needed, as one thing was clear when designing a social media campaign — there 
was never a guarantee that everyone would be “lovin’ it.” 
 
 


32 Kashmir Hill, “#McDStories: When a Hashtag Becomes a Bashtag,” Forbes, January 24, 2012, www.forbes.com/sites/ 
kashmirhill/2012/01/24/mcdstories-when-a-hashtag-becomes-a-bashtag/, accessed September 21, 2013. 
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EXHIBIT 1: MCDONALD’S CORPORATION ANNUAL REVENUE AND OPERATING INCOME 
 


 


 
Source: McDonald’s Corporation, 2011 Annual Report, www.aboutmcdonalds.com/content/dam/AboutMcDonalds/ 
Investors/Investors%202012/2011%20Annual%20Report%20Final.pdf, accessed September 17, 2013. 
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